
Month 7 (May) 20 days By the end of May, the Students Will Achieve  

Topic Key sections Results 

< Village > 
 

- Me and my community: Celebration Khmer 
new year, description of my community 
(activities, Scenery.) 
 

- The location of my house.  

Physical and Health development  hold the balance, self-control and huge 
coordinate motion. 

 to keep an environment clean. 
 

 Morality and culture development  - know about Khmer new year and Khmer 
traditional. 

- know the village where we live (name….) 
- know Khmer traditional song 
- know Khmer traditional dance. 

 Intelligence and thinking Development  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
signal  

- Note and count set of small things from 1 to 10 
- reinforce the rules number from 1 to 10  
- comparison small set of objects by using the 

word (less than and more than) 
-  understanding a simple symbol. 
- prepare a set of small objects by a following 

order from small to big and big to small. 
- write number 6. 
- know direction in space (Center, Top of the 

Center, Bottom of the Center……) 
- understanding Khmer Culture. (New Year) 
- Can tell name of each location in the 

environment like: River, Lake, Pond, Mountain. 
- Descript about yourself and telling the location 

of your house. 
- Telling the different between City and 

Countryside. 
- Can tell about some daily activities and job 

between city and countryside. 
- showing some words who have the same sound  
- Build some simple things. 
- telling the different of an actions base on rules 

like (Morning, Afternoon and Evening/ night) 
- tell name of some materials to measure the 

time. 
- Tear off simple picture by using paintings.  

 Language development - looking for a word that start with the same 



sound. 

- know and Note Khmer alphabets (ទទទទទទទ) 

ទ) 
- Making a simple Sentence using Pictures. 

  -  

 


